
DOS Application Tips 

GENERAL: 

1)      If the applications asks you if you expect the fall 201X semester to be your last 
semester, DO NOT mark yes or you will be summarily rejected from consideration. You must 
be a continuing student (taking classes in spring 201X) to be eligible, so, for now, just 
“expect” that it will not be your last semester and we will adapt as necessary if/when the 
time comes. They understand that grad dates may change, which is why they use the term 
“expect.” 

2)      Here is the organization chart for State: https://www.state.gov/department-of-state-
organization-chart/ 

→ Look at it! Then look at the descriptions for the offices and bureaus of interest. Zero in 
on one or two offices of interest and in your personal statement of interest tell them upfront 
in your first sentence or two which you are interested in interning with and why. They look 
for this specificity, so give it to them.  

3)      Repeat back to them in your descriptions and answers their list of requirements and 
qualifications. If they say they want someone with a red hat, don’t tell them you have a 
maroon fedora. Use their language or they will overlook it. 

RESUME: 

3)    They now accept resumes in any format, not just federal. If you want to complete the 
federal resume, be aware that it is very detailed and will include everything you have done 
for the past 10 years. Some of the more traditional people in government prefer this format, 
but most are open to alternate formats as well. If you create a federal resume, you can 
export a copy and keep as a reference and master resume to pull from (for future interview 
and security information requests). The Partnership for Public Service has some excellent 
advice on federal resumes and careers here: https://gogovernment.org/writing-your-
federal-resume/ 

→ I would recommend a resume that incorporates the components of the federal but in a 
cleaner, leaner format that is no more than one page for undergraduate students with 
limited professional work experience. See the appendix of our Internship Search Guide or 
the Maxwell Career Center website for a few templates and examples.  

→ Whichever format you choose, please make sure to include both month and year when 
listing dates for work experience. Otherwise, they will not count first and last years (e.g. 
2017-2020 would only count as two years of work experience because 2017 and 2020 could 
have been just one month of work) 
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→ Please do not gloss over your education section. Include concentrations and minors, a list 
of relevant courses and any relevant major papers or projects. This is a great way to 
demonstrate knowledge of and familiarity with a topic that you may not have any actual 
experience in.    

→ Make sure to include any community service or volunteer work on your resume. This is 
important! I would create a section for this as it is something they specifically look for in 
applicants – public service.  

STATEMENT OF INTEREST: 
 
5)    There are TWO important parts in their SOI prompt (this is from the last cycle and exact 
questions may have changed):   
 

1) Explain how your academic courses and other personal experiences relate to the 
bureau(s) or office(s) to which you are applying.  

a. So, two parts here, your academic courses and personal experiences. This is 
really your chance to say WHY you want to work for the State Department. Why 
you think what they do is important and how your studies and experiences have 
made this clear to you. 

i. How have your courses and personal or study abroad or volunteer 
experiences made you think what the state department does is 
important? What aspect of your courses kind of lit your fire and made 
you want to learn more/contribute to that in practice?  

2) Please use this opportunity to tell us about any specific disadvantages you may 
have overcome. 

a. The DOS folks love a good triumph – they like to see people who have overcome 
something, struggled with something and persisted. I think mostly what they 
want is somebody who can reflect on and recognize these things – learning from 
mistakes or pushing personal fears/insecurities and learning from it!  It doesn’t 
have to be something devastating and traumatic like learning to walk after 
being in a wheelchair, it can be something simple like a personal fear or even 
just going abroad alone. Demonstrate that you like challenge and learn from 
mistakes.  

This should be a personal essay. Something that you might share with a friend, but be 
hesitant to put in an official document for fear of not being professional. They are looking 
for what drives your interest – which is personal experiences! Something about your 
experiences that might not be evident in an academic record or work profile. Reflect on why 
you want to work for DOS – obviously because you want to work for them in future - but 
think about why. What’s at the root of it? You want to avoid repeating things that are very, 
very general (reiterating their mission, broad descriptions of coursework, etc) as it really 
doesn’t say much – be specific. All the skills you offer should be outlined in your other 
materials. 

 


